
From Gravel to Garbage – the Sabey Partnership  

 Harold, Joseph and James Sabey began their business in the late 19th century with a depot next to the Grand Union Canal in central London.  They hauled goods such as, gravel, brick and coal in barges along the canal.  Once their cargo was offloaded, the empty holds were filled with Victorian rubbish for dumping, sometimes in their own dug out gravel pits.  The company was very successful, especially following the building boom after the First World War.   

Many thanks to Tony O’Connor for allowing use of information and some of the great photos from his book “From Dawn ‘til Dust - Haulin’ London’s Rubbish” 



The extraction of gravel from Batchworth Meadows, Rickmansworth at the beginning of the 20th century, resulted in a large pool which became known as Sabey’s Pool and is currently used as a fishing lake. 

 Picture courtesy of Rat’s Islander https://londoncanals.uk/2010/03/05/the-salters-cut-sabeys-canal-and-rickmansworth-wharf/ In the 1960s and 70s, the Company concentrated on commercial waste disposal.  In the south of England, the blue and yellow liveried skips and their lorries were a familiar sight. In 1978, the company merged with another waste disposal company and became Drinkwater Sabey.  It is currently shown as being dissolved in 2016, but further details are not known. There was also a Sabey baker’s shop run by the family in Willesden Lane, Kensal Rise, London. Joseph and Emma’s son Lt Albert Robert Sabey was serving as an observer in the Royal Air Force when he was killed in 1918 in France aged just 18. Geneaology of the H Sabey Company. The earliest known ancestor of this branch of the Sabey family originated in Bedfordshire, as do most branches.  Even earlier versions of the name were recorded in Northamptonshire (see separate article discussing origins).  William Seaby born 1745 in Northill, Bedfordshire is the most likely ancestor of Harold, Joseph and James Sabey.  William’s son, also William Seaby, married Sarah Sutton in 1794 at Northill.  The family were Baptists, and in an age when most working class were unable to write, it is interesting to note how the name of the brothers’ grandfather is spelt in the 1802 Non-Parochial register.  His birth is recorded as Edward, son of William Saby and Sarah Sutton.  However, in the 1841 census, Edward Saby has become Edward Sabey and that spelling remained.  So, if it hadn’t been for the clerks who logged these details, the family name would have remained Seaby and the firm would have been Seaby Waste Disposal. 


